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In this issue you will read about:

Editorial
Dear Reader,
welcome to the third edition of
ECCCO News in 2012 and its first birthday.
In December 2011 we started with the first
edition and this year we produced three
newsletters. For 2013 there will be four
issues, regularly to the end of each quarter.
The end of a year is always a good opportunity for reviews and outlooks. That‘s why we have reports
about some great events during the last few months and some
announcements for 2013.
With Miha Pogačnik and Manuel Jacquinet we had the pleasure
to meet two extraordinary personalities at the 15th Call Center Convention in Paris. You can find more about them in the
articles on page 6, 14 and 16.
If you love participating at awards, hurry up to the 8th Top
Ranking Performer Awards. They close for entry at January
21st. (see page 20)
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So I hope you will find some interesting and new information
and you will enjoy it. Wish you a merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year.
Yours faithfully
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Results of the European Contact Center Benchmark Study
The first stage of the European
Benchmark Study was finished
some weeks ago. A good reason for
ECCCO News to talk with Frank
Verkindern (Mass) and Vincent Vanden Bossche (Call Communications)
about their findings and some surprising results.
ECCCO: You have finished the first
stage of the European Benchmark
Study in late spring this year. Can you
give us a brief overview about the
main results?

Frank: One of the surprising data from
this initial stage, subject to thorough validation, is the fact that Poland has a substantially higher penetration rate than
countries of comparable size in Southern
Europe, Italy and Spain. The fact that the
German market has more contact centers (6.700) than the United Kingdom
(5.360) might surprise, as the overall
number of positions is twice as large in
the UK as in Germany. It is obvious that
the average size of a contact center in
Germany is far lower than in the UK, but
the use of (slightly) different definitions
has a substantial impact on the figures
quoted.

European Contact Center market – preliminary findings







3.2 mio jobs, 1% of active population in Europe
2.5 mio positions - over 35.000 contact centers
Contact Center industry grows at 4.5 % per annum, recession free
20% outsourcing
75% inbound activity
Over 70 % female employment

Frank The figures reported here are
the outcome yielded by the initial stage of
compilation of all the available information for over 30 countries, with a first
‘normalization’ effort relating the available
figures to a common understanding and
nomenclature.
ECCCO: Are there any things real surprising for you in the results?

The first in-depth
study on the European call center
market covers inforVincent: Two other essential matters mation for over 30
did greatly surprise us, on one side the countries.
importance of European employment
volume growth rate, which reaches 4.4 %
although European economy is in a deep
crisis, and on the other side the consequently important wage differences going
on in Europe at the contact center operator function level.
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ECCCO: What were the challenges
during your work? And have you expected this before?
Frank The key challenge, as expected,
lies in the ‘normalization’ of the definitions used, in layman’s terms, to have a
common understanding, all over Europe,
of what is to be understood as a contact
center.
This definition of the market is wrought
with difficulties, as different definitions
abound for the moment.
The traditional technical definition,
whereby a contact center is defined by its
distinctive technical characteristics, still
holds strong in mainly newer CCcountries. This more restrictive identification, historically privileged by (this industry) outfit-suppliers, gives a combined
total of at least 2.5 million seats or
positions.
The organizational definition, requiring
a clearly identified organizational entity to
qualify as a contact center, covers the
mid-field of the definitions, whereas the
most mature, functional CC definition
with its focus on the services delivered
rather than the technical or organizational underpinnings is at the vanguard of
this field.
Each of the definitions can double up with
a capping, typically requiring a minimum
size (e.g. 10 positions or jobs) to qualify
as a contact center. These thresholds
leave a substantial pool of potential
growth untapped and unrecorded and by

the same token, put a drag on the reported growth figures.
Without going into too much detail here,
similar difficulties arise when we try to
distinguish between companies and sites
– in some countries, e.g. the German
tally, reckons all contact center sites individually, whereas others may count a major company with multiple sites as one
big entity.
Vincent One of the most challenging
tasks that we currently face is data quality
control. Indeed, it is very important to
verify the reliability of the collected
data’s, which implies for us to verify their
pertinence through different means, such
as for instance, support from companies
based in the country for which we operate these detailed checks.
ECCCO: Where will we find some
more information or concrete figures?
Vincent The methodology which we
have developed leans on two main information sources : on one hand the information given directly by local professional
associations thanks to ECCCO, on the
other hand information based on a desk
research procedure which imposes a very
thorough analysis of studies recently related to our activity sector, held by different universities or companies. Finally, on
top of this we would like to thank our
sponsors for the precious help they deliver in terms of information sharing.

Frank Verkinderen,
Managing Director, Mass
www.mass.be

„The definition of
the market of what
is to be understood
as a contact center
is wrought with
difficulties, as
different definitions
abound for the
moment..“
Frank Verkinderen
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ECCCO: What are the steps you have
planned next?
Frank: The initial stage of data compilation will now be complemented with a
stage of further gap reduction and normalization. In conjunction with the professionals on our steering committee, the
available figures will be normalized to
increase standardization and homogeneous interpretation so as to provide a
comprehensive, normalized framework
for further analysis.
From this point of view, the hardest part
is still to come, and we are convinced
that the final outcome, a common framework, will take another 2 to 3 years of
effort before being widely accepted. It is
therefore important to sustain this effort
over the years and we are grateful to our
sponsors to support us in this endeavor.
Vincent: Moreover, we have planned to
publish, in the course of October this
year, a complete version of the study in
order to give the study as well as our
sponsor a deserved broader visibility.
A website is also in the pipeline for this
year, in order to give the study a more
global spread and permanent presence.
(www.contactcenterbenchmark.org )
ECCCO: Anything else you want to
tell our readers?
Vincent: This undertaking is only possible with the full support and assistance of
our sponsors and of the European Con-

federation and its national associations.
Yet, to pile in to the actual trends for
“crowdsourcing”, we hereby make a
warm demand for every professional in
the field to contribute to this not-for
profit initiative – knowledge is only valuable if shared. Support for our mission
statement, to “Create value for individual companies and contact center sector through the realization of a reliable, up-to-date, independent, comprehensive benchmark of the contact
center industry in Europe”, can take
many forms, the most useful one being
the communication of information, surveys, studies, benchmarks – every single
source of information will be judged upon
its merits and integrated in the overall
framework.
The group on linkedin.com is open to
every motivated professional on:
http://www.linkedin.com/groups/
European-Contact-Center-Benchmark4373483?trk=myg_ugrp_ovr.

Vincent Vanden Bossche
Managing Director
Call Communications
www.callcommunications.be

„One of the most
challenging tasks
that we currently
face is data quality
control. “
Vincent Vanden Bossche

Paris, October 11th
Frank Verkinderen and Vincent Vanden Bossche gave a short impression about first results of stage two of the European Contact
Center Benchmark Study to the members of
the steering committee. A publication is foreseen for early 2013.
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www.crealog.com/en
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„Meet the best in Europe“ - 15th Call Center Convention
“Meet the best in Europe” – Competence Call Center welcomes you
to the Call Center Convention
More than 150 participants celebrated
the event’s 15th jubilee in Paris, France
On October 11th, 2012, the 15th
Call Center Convention took place in
Paris. At the event location “Salons de
L´Aveyron“, seven international experts presented unconventional ways to
successful customer service.
The 15th Call Center Convention was
presented by Manuel Jacquinet, winner
of the 7th CCC Special Awards.
Manuel Jacquinet is co-president of Malpaso and editor in chief of the French
magazine „En-Contact“.

CCC Communications Manager Maria
Hoffrichter-Zanetti welcomed the international guests from seven countries on behalf of the convention’s host,
Competence Call Center, to the event’s
15th jubilee.
“Founded 15 years ago in Vienna, the Call
Center Convention has become an integral part of the international call
center industry. The aim of the con-

vention is and always has been to professionalize the industry’s image, to bring
together international experts on one
common stage and to present the success concepts of the best in Europe“, said
Hoffrichter-Zanetti.
The CCC Manager also announced a further highlight: In November 2012, the
CCC book “Best Customer InterACTion – Creating exceptional Customer Experience in the Contact
Center“ will be presented in five languages.
Manuel Jacquinet

“Social“
is the new customer language

The first speaker was Marie Khayat,
Marketing, Enterprise 2.0 and Social Media Expert from France. She focussed her
speech on the influence of social media
on companies.
“Today’s customer speaks ´Social´.
Customer communication 2.0 does not
run one way, it is reciprocal. Customer
relations are social relations, consumers

Maria Hoffrichter-Zanetti

Marie Khayat
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want to state their opinion and to interact with other people”, says Marie Khayat. “So there will be conversations
about your company in social media anyway. The question is only: Will you influence them, and how?”
The expert gives examples like the luxury
brand Burberry or the La Redoute mailorder business, which have mastered a
successful social media appearance.
Customer service that makes you
jump for joy
Marc Perry, Head of Customer Service
at Zalando, presented the e-commerce
business’ success story.
In 2008, the idea was born to sell shoes
via the internet while maintaining a
special shopping experience and offering a simple ordering and delivery
service in combination with exceptional customer service. Zalando currently does business in 14 European
markets. Market analyses and market
preparation are crucial for successful expansion, Perry says, as every market has
different demands.
“We offer our customers excellent
customer service and a simple and
safe shopping experience. We have
established a cost-free service hotline
for our customers, there are no delivery fees and, depending on the market,

we have an exchange and return policy of up to 100 days“, Marc Perry says
about the service concept that makes
customers jump for joy.
What matters most at Zalando is to attend to customers‘ needs efficiently,
quickly and with a high first contact
resolution rate. Average handling time
is not the main criterion – personal, highquality conversations are what counts.
F o r ad d ed s e r v i ce, s o - c a l l e d
„Profashionals“ offer fashion advice on
the phone and in social networks. This
service is offered for example by people
with retail experience or with an education in fashion design.

Marc Perry

Zalando has won the German Service
Award (“Deutscher Servicepreis”).
“Move” your customers
Antoine Jenoudet, Business Development Manager at Taxis G7, France, presented the history and service concept of
the company, which won the Customer
Focus category at the European BusiAntoine Jenoudet
ness Award 2011.
The independent taxi agency Taxis G7
seeks out for its customers the most
suitable vehicle in their area and thereby
has direct contact with taxi companies
and end customers.
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“To implement the perfect service structure for our end customers, it is first of
all crucial to identify various customer types and their specific
needs. This segmentation and a sufficiently high volume of vehicles are the
key factors which let us implement our
customer satisfaction strategy in an optimal way“, says Jenoudet.
Apart from standard vehicles, Taxis G7
offers services specifically made to meet
its customers' needs, like a MaxiCab for
up to seven people, the environmentallyfriendly GreenCab (100% hybrid cars),
limousines, and several ordering and payment modes.

“Pushing Tasks“
for efficient customer service
Thomas Canonica, Head of Customer
Interaction Center and member of the
Management at Touring Club Schweiz
(TCS), Switzerland, entitled his presentation “TCS Customer Interaction
Center - Push & Workforce Management”.
Since 2009, the sales and service concept
of TCS has been changed fundamentally:
“A full cloud environment and innovative task management make sure
we have a 360 degree customer view.
97 per cent of them are more than happy
with our service, which makes us number
one in customer satisfaction for ´Mobile Thomas Canonica
Assistance´ “, says Canonica.
Via a virtual contact center, TCS
can be reached
by all touchpoints
and
thereby shows a
uniform appearance for its customers.
Tasks
are automatically
aligned, prioritised and distributed to agents
with
corresponding skills.
The results of

More impressions about
the 15th Call Center
Convention under:
http://www.yourccc.com/fi
leadmin/Event_Galleries/1
5thCallCenterConvention
_2012/index.html#
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this push strategy are impressive: On average, 40 minutes of daily productivity have been gained per employee.
Agents’ efficiency has been increased to
98 per cent, and the service level has
increased, too.
“Along with the push strategy goes
workforce management. The push
concept cannot be limitless if we don’t
keep an eye on our workforce and their
training “, says Thomas Canonica.

Love your customer

inspiring „Lesson in Love“.
With the me.alchemy platform
(www.mealchemy.com), Teo Migdalovici
has been active in branding and personal branding for 15 years.
“We have to learn to love and respect
our customers – and to let them know
well enough that we do”, says Teo Migdalovici “Many companies invest a lot in
winning further customers, but once
they’ve got them, they don’t know how
to estimate them properly”.
„Companies
that implement
the philosophy of” emotional intelligence“
will
profit a lot
from this strat- Teodora Migdalovici
egy. Adapt to
your customer
and his needs,
take customer
complaints seriously and always have a
smile for your
customers
–
that’s what it takes to make customer
experiences joyful“.

Romania‘s „Cannes Lions“ embassador
Teodora Migdalovici gave convention
participants an informative, moving and
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European Call Center Benchmark
Study

Understanding
classical music

Before the evening‘s musical highlight was
presented, Vincent Vanden Bossche,
President, ECCCO and Managing Director at Call Communications, and Frank
Verkinderen, Managing Director at
Mass bvba, Belgium, presented the first
results of the European Call Center
Benchmark Study.

The highlight of the 15th Call Center Convention was an extraordinary
performance by Miha Pogačnik, violinist and Slovenian cultural ambassador.

For 30 European countries with a
total of about 35.000 call centers,
data were collected, analysed and processed to offer added value for the industry on a European level.

business

through

Violin virtuoso and business visionary
Miha Pogačnik inspired the 150 participants at the event to look beyond their
known boundaries. The way he connects classical music and business
opened up fresh perspectives to those
Vincent Vanden Bossche
present.
Be it Bach, Beethoven, Brahms or Bartok
– Miha Pogačnik decodes masterpieces of
classical music and shows what musical
and business identities and processes
have in common. He gives his listeners a
fresh understanding for the most demanding parts of business, like crisis,
change, leadership, innovation, creativity, Frank Verkinderen
inspiration and development.
---------------------------More about Miha Pogačnik and the
award to Manuel Jacquinet in the following articles (page 14 and 16).

Miha Pogačnik

Miha Pogačnik

Photos with kind permission
of Competence Call Center
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Direct and to the point - no bla bla bla
CreaLog Customer Interaction Suite: One-number phone concept for
Sparda-Bank Hamburg
Anyone who has occupied top position
among banks for 20 years in the customer satisfaction survey, Kundenmonitor Germany, may, without exaggeration,
be described as "the bank with the most
satisfied customers". We are talking
about the Sparda-Bank group, which is
always far ahead in other surveys and
studies too.

Contact center and voice portal
under one roof
This is especially true for Sparda Hamburg, where effective teamwork between
voice portal and next generation contact
center ensure in particular that the quality of customer service is continuously

enhanced. First of all because the
CreaLog IVR system directs customers
intelligently to their desired destination in
one call. And secondly because the contact center solution now allows incoming
customer contacts to be distributed using
all communication channels, including
phone, e-mail, fax or mail.
"A circle with corners and edges"
Vivid, easy flowing responses to clear and
distinct questions characterize bank business administrator Irena Neumaier, who
has headed up the call center in Hamburg Irena Neumaier,
Department Head Contact
for 15 years.
Center,
What was there before CreaLog?
Neumaier responds quickly: "Our previous
solution was a circle with corners and edges.
The old speech dialog system also led to
complaints in the past: Many telebanking
users had problems choosing between the
40 services we had on offer. And of these,
only five were used intensively. Moreover, the
voice portal questions were simply too open
for customers. They often didn't know what
answer to give and therefore never got to
access the desired information or transaction.""We needed a solution for our customers
that they can find their way around and get
to where they want to be quickly. This was
the impetus for the basic idea of a 'direct
and to the point solution'." clarifies Ms.
Neumaier.

Sparda-Bank Hamburg eG
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The special Hamburg solution:
the 'one-number telephone concept'
"What was needed therefore was a customized solution tailored precisely to
Sparda Hamburg." This is how Irena Neumaier described the situation in July 2010
during discussions with CreaLog regarding this objective. She presented the
bank's requirement for a 'one-number
phone concept'. The plan was to have a
central Hamburg 040 local dialup number
as a single phone number for the bank as
a whole and the branches.

CreaLog voice portal:
Intelligent switch and clever dialogs
CreaLog realized the desired "onenumber concept" in just four months.
The new IVR system at Sparda-Bank
Hamburg greets callers and operates as a
"smart switch": The system, which uses
natural language dialogs, directs the calls
according to the customer's requirements to telebanking or to the some 20
employees in Irena Neumaier's call center or to the fax.
The voice portal's intelligent and distinct

The new call queue
More meaningful functions replace the function sequence 'text - music text'
 "Light" legitimation based on the account number Announcement of the expected wait time and the waiting position
 Receipt of callback requests with phone number and preferred date
 Never busy: Overflow to the Sparda subsidiary STSG
 Prompt integration of fault messages
 Dynamic call queuing - depending on the number of logged in employees

"Everything under

one roof and as few
interfaces as possible, that's what
makes sense in terms
of the close integration of voice portal
and contact center.”
Irena Neumaier

Neumaier: "This allowed us to kill a number
of birds with one stone. On one hand, the
call queuing problem is resolved because the
central dialup access with the local phone
number as we know is excluded from the
new legal regulation governing free call queuing. On the other hand, our customers can
use a single phone number to reach the
voice portal for telebanking, the fax line and
the call center employees."

dialogs ensure that the caller now
reaches the intended destination quickly
and directly. The system now only offers ten clear and distinct services.
Once customers identify themselves, they
are immediately told their bank balance.
This means that 80 percent of calls are
already dealt with conclusively. The remaining 20 percent typically relate to
branch opening times, account dealings
and telephone transfers - or requests to
connect to a call center agent.
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Can customers also reach the adviser
in "their own" branch via the central
dial-in number?
Irena Neumaier: "No, there is deliberately
no switchboard function in the branches and
departments. Personal service is paramount
to the customer advisers in the branches.
Their busy schedule scarcely allows time to
make calls in between. My call center employees have wide-ranging expertise for assisting customers as a rule by telephone."
From ACD to next generation
contact center
And because the customer is really always the center of attention at SpardaBank Hamburg, the "remolding" of the
call center was the logical next step after
the successful introduction of the new
voice portal. According to Irena Neumaier: "Everything under one roof and as
few interfaces as possible, that's what makes
sense in terms of the close integration of
voice portal and contact center. It is highly
advantageous to have only one point of contact on whom we can rely fully.
This works a treat with CreaLog. If there is a
need for clarification, then one call suffices
and immediately someone looks after finding
a solution."

The existing call center solution at Sparda
Hamburg was replaced by a forwardlooking system with the following characteristics:
 Multichannel management with e-mail
and document routing instead of call
routing (ACD),
 Integration of contemporary contact
channels such as chat, SMS and video
calling in the future,
 Use of a modern, dynamic queue (see
info box on previous page),
 A single, clearly arranged agent interface instead of different screens for
ACD and voice portal.
The CreaLog contact center solutions
were designed especially with such individual requirements as in Hamburg in
mind. This includes distribution of incoming customer contacts across all communication channels, including phone, e-mail,
fax or mail - with the appropriate realtime statistics. Additional contact channels such as Facebook, Twitter and other
social media are also to be integrated in
this project, soon.

Jürgen Walther
Marketing Director
CreaLog

If you like to know
more about the
CreaLog solutions described here, you can
turn to Jürgen Walther:
Simply call him up – under
the number
+49 / 89 / 324 656-32
– or send an e-mail to juergen.walther@crealog.com.
He would be glad to be of
assistance to the readers of
ECCCO News.
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Miha Pogačnik - Keynote Speaker and Cultural Entrepreneur
"The deeper one has connected with
something, the more you get to the zone
of the archetypes", so says Pogačnik.
Miha Pogacnik is one of the most famous
violinists, a gifted entrepreneur and cultural ambassador as well. His musical talent is the starting point for his thoughts
on the subjects of transformation, integration, innovation and transformation in
the art and business world. He taught as
a musician and speaker the mysterious
forces that bring together creativity and
business. "Art is the ability to play with
fire - a skill that can be useful in the business, too" - says the artist. At the University of Witten-Herdecke, he founded the
Institute for Art and Economics in 1981,
he developed IDRIART, a movement in
which art is the basis for the human encounter in crisis areas of the world. The
project he calls "European cultural caravan". Pogacnik acts as a kind of relationship-founder. His question is: what is authentic, which entails high and distinctive
quality that European identity has (or in
the course of globalization beyond, too?).

And, where the highest level of authenticity was developed, it is also best for the
integration of arts (music) and economic
(business). A native of Slovenia Pogacnik hosted over
100 multi-disciplinary festivals and concerts, and
created as a speaker
in a fascinating way
the experience
of change.
Miha
taps
the
unexplored
of art as a
significant force
for productivity,
creativity,
and
organizational renewal

 inspiring

Pogačnik
largely
potential Miha Pogačnik

“Art can't just happen.
by: It must make things

business
leaders around the
world to “think out of the box”;
Photos by M.Stockmann

happen.”
Miha Pogačnik

 helping teams intensify the spirit of

innovation - leading them towards new
ways of listening to themselves and to
others by tapping the pathways
of their intellect and emotion;
using music to enhance understanding of the most pressing
demands of business, ranging
from the search for excellence
and quality, to problem-solving
and leader-ship.

More information, videos
and testimonials about
Miha Pogačnik
www.mihavision.com

Photos with kind permission
of Competence Call Center
and Miha Pogačnik

Miha Pogačnik
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Manuel Jacquinet admitted to Hall of Fame
CCC awards 7th Special Award at
15th Call Center Convention
The CCC Special Award, which is
given to an outstanding personality from
the industry this year for the seventh
time, goes to Manuel Jacquinet, CoPresident of Malpaso and Editor in Chief
of the industry magazine „En-Contact“.
In his laudation, Philippe Gregson, Call
Center Director at CCC Paris, praised
Jacquinets engagement for the Call Center Industry:

“This year’s award winner started his
career in the industry in 1997 and
founded the first French school for telemarketing even back then. Ever since, he
has done a lot for professionalising the
industry. He works as a journalist, film
producer and author and is now the
publisher of ´En-Contact` magazine as
well as president of Malpaso.“

“I have been working in the Call Center
Industry for 15 years now, and it is not
always an easy business. I feel very honoured to receive this award from CCC,
and I am deeply moved. Thank you very
much! “, says much-surprised Manuel Jacquinet.
CCC Special Award
The CCC Special Award is awarded to
personalities from the Call Center and
Customer Care Industry whose work
and commitment have substantially contributed to professionalizing
the industry and improving its Manuel Jacquinet
image.
________________
The following experts have
been admitted to the CCC
Hall of Fame so far:
 Meltem Karateke, president
of IMI Conferences, Turkey
 Xi Zhao, founder and president of CCMWorld Group,
China
 Madalina Vilau, initiator of
the first Customer Care Conference & Expo in Bukarest, founder and publisher of the Romanian trade
magazine „Call Center Magazine“, Romania
 Nicolette Wuring, author and manager
of Customer Management Services, the
Netherlands
 Simone Fojut, editor in chief of „Call
Center Profi”, Germany
 Olav V. Strawe-Higuchi, publisher of
Photos with kind permission
„TeleTalk“, Germany/USA
of Competence Call Center
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CCES24 - A new international player in Mallorca
At 30 April 2012 the CCES24 Communication Center España 24 SA, outsourcing company based in Palma de
Mallorca, started operations. The
young company serves telecom operators from Spain and Germany in the
field of in-and outbound.
For ECCCO News a reason to talk with
CCE24-CEO Markus Geisert about the
idea behind and the services offered.

“The basic idea for establishing the company”, CCES24-CEO Markus Geisert explains, “was born mid 2011. While in
Germany we had problems recruiting
new staff, the Spanish market gave us a
high potential of motivated
employees.
That's why we decided
to bring the work to
where qualified people
are looking for work.
We believe in this location”, so Geisert continues, “because
economic growth needs sustainable investments.” Professional foundation support was also introduced to the European company with German management

by the Spanish authorities on the ground,
in particular at the Economic and Labour
Ministry. “The CCES24 shall assume no
financial support in the claim”, Geisert
pointed out.
The range of services of CCES24 includes
the acquisition of customer interaction
processes in the context of business
process outsourcing in the areas of marketing / sales, commercial and technical
service and customer churn recovery internationally and across sectors. In addition to other marketing activities on
the German market and to establish
CCES24 in Europe for the long term the
company's strategy also provides for expansion of sales contacts at the executive
level of Spanish companies. "For the
Spanish market, there is a great demand
for our highly
specialized service," said Geisert.
The currently 270
full-time employees the service
provider offers a
secure job and
flexib ilit y
by
working accounts, a with Germany
comparable wage level and career
development prospects. "Career
Oriented employees obtain interesting
training and career opportunities by different career models," said Mark Geisert.

left: Markus Frengel, Chairman of
the Board;
right: Markus Geisert, CEO

www.cces24.es
Contact:
Markus Geisert – CEO
markus.geisert@cces24.es
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AEERC Awards 2012 - CRC Oro
The gala dinner of AEERC (Spanish Association on Customer Relations) to award
the best 2012 Customer Service Operations has been held on October 9th in
Madrid.

pendent professionals, thus guaranteeing
a fair and transparent decision process on
evaluations. The CRC Oro have become
the most prestigious awards on CusAsociación Española de
tomer Service performance in Spain.

Within the framework of the Customer
Relations & Call Center Congress organized by IFAES, and the support of IZO,
the AEERC has rewarded with CRC Oro
awards the best Customer Service Centers, the best Outsourced Operations
and the best Technology Solutions, in a
glamorous ceremony during the gala dinner attended by more than 300 participants.

And the winners in the different categories are:
 CRC Oro Mejor Atención del Cliente

2012: NESPRESSO

 CRC Oro Mejor Outsourcer 2012:

ATENTO ESPAÑA

 PREMIOS ESPECIALES A CLIENTES -



This year, over a hundred of applications
to the awards have been received. The
evaluations required:
· 18 consultants
· Over 400 consultancy hours in three
countries and 17 cities
· 150 check points and 350 different
items reviewed per audit
· Over 70.000 surveys sent
· And over 6.400 customer surveys received.
The participant companies represent 10%
of Spain’s PIB and serve over 75 million
customers in seven different sectors. Five
of them are listed in the selective IBEX
35 index of Madrid Stock Exchange, representing almost 15% of the index.
The juries have been formed by representatives of the organizers and inde-

Expertos en la
Relación Clientes








Visión estratégica y orientación a
cliente: NESPRESSO
PREMIOS ESPECIALES A CLIENTES Orientación y Gestión multicanal:
FEDEX
PREMIOS ESPECIALES A OUTSOURCERS - Mejor Gestión Operativa: GSS
PREMIOS ESPECIALES A OUTSOURCERS - Mejor Gestión de la Calidad:
BOSCH
PREMIOS ESPECIALES A OUTSOURCERS - Mejor Gestión de Personas:
UNÍSONO
PREMIOS ESPECIALES A OUTSOURCERS - Mejor Gestión IT: TRANSCOM

Award winners for branch sectors
(PREMIOS A CLIENTES POR SECTOR ):
 CRC de Oro a mejor CRC en
Telecomunicaciones: TELEFÓNICA
 CRC de Oro a mejor CRC en Banca y
Seguros: Banco Santander
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 CRC de Oro a mejor CRC en

Productos y servicios de consumo:
NESPRESSO
 CRC de Oro a mejor CRC en Energía y
Utilities: REPSOL
 CRC de Oro a mejor CRC en Turismo:
IBERIA
Special awards for outsourcers
(PREMIOS ESPECIALES A
OUTSOURCERS):
 Mejor Outsourcer de Atención al
Cliente: Atento for client Movistar
1004 - Alto Valor
 Mejor Outsourcer de Atención web:
Sitel for client Philips
 Mejor Outsourcer de Back Office:
Bosch for client Groupalia
 Mejor Outsourcer de Recobro:
Unísono for client ONO
 Mejor Outsourcer de Retención y Fidelización: GSS for client BBVA
 Mejor Outsourcer de Servicios de Info.
y emergencias: GSS for client Canal
Isabel II
 Mejor Outsourcer de Soporte Técnico:
Sitel for client Redsys
 Mejor Outsourcer de Venta (Up y
Cross Selling): Sitel for client Iberia
 Mejor Outsourcer de Venta emisión:
Atento for client Movistar -Fibra
Óptica
 Mejor Outsourcer de Emisión no venta:
Atento for client Movistar Encuestas
 Mejor Outsourcer de Mejor operación
Off Shore: Transcom for client
Orange

Technology awards (PREMIOS
TECNOLOGÍA):
 Mejor Operación de Comunicación:
Altitude Software. Cloud Contact
Center
 Mejor Operación de Web&Social
Media: Altitude Software. Vídeo
Contact Center
 Mejor Operación de Gestión de
Clientes e Información: Telefónica
Soluciones. Contact Center
Dedicado

Asociación Española de
Expertos en la
Relación Clientes

The jury for the awards on Customer Service
Centers and Outsourced Operations have
been formed by:
• Mr. Enrique Marco, General Manager,
Asociación Española para la Calidad AEC
• Mr. Alfonso Saez, Associate Marketing
Director, IESE Business School
• Mrs. María Luisa Merino,
General Manager, AEERC
• Mr. José Serrano, General Director, IZO
España
• Mr. Laurent Etxebary, General Director,
IFAES
The jury for the awards on Technology Solutions have been formed by:
• Mr. José María Boronat, Global Call Center
Director, Philips
• Mr. Javier Lillo, Responsable de TI, Iberdrola
• Mr. Rafael Merino, Head of Products and
Projects, Vodafone
• Mr. Mario Soro Fernández, CRM
Technology Director, Telefónica España
• Mr. Adolfo Rey, REDSYS y AEERC Board
• Mr. José Serrano, General Director, IZO
España
More information & photos:
• Mr. Mario Moragas, Comercial Director,
http://crc-oro.com/premiosIFAES
crc-oro-2012/
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8th Top Ranking Performer Awards

Raj Wadhwani
President
ContactCenterWorld.com
email:
rajw@contactcenterworld.com

The 2013 (8th annual) Top Ranking
Performer Awards close for entry
January 21st 2013!

and fewer still who make the global finals Skype me: raj_wadhwani
(where best from all over the World
Follow my blog: http://
compete).
www.ContactCenterWorld.com/

So please review the entry process and
consider entering the 8th annual Awards
- you could be representing your company and nation in what many refer to as
The Olympics for the Contact Center
Industry (that's what they tell us!)

Stand up and make your company AND
your nation proud! – these are amazing
awards where you learn, benchmark and
share - everyone learns new and better
ways to make their contact center even
better - even those who consider themselves World Class today learn lots of
new ideas!.

Every year over 1500 entries are received, and later this month the best in
the World 2012 are sharing their practices at the Global Conference
(www.contactcenterworld.com/
conferences?areas=vegas) - anyone can
join this event to hear what world class is
all about in today's contact center.
Whether you enter the 2013 awards or
not, pass the word on! – please tell coworkers in other centers and contacts
you have in the industry - there are only
a few who make it to the regional finals
(best in Europe, Middle East & Africa)
which will be held in Vienna next summer

blog/raj.wadhwani
t: +1-807-624-2080 101
f: +1-888-624-9178 or
+44 (0) 208 588 5440
1020 Dawson Road, Suite 305,
Thunder Bay, Ontario Canada
P7B 1K6

If you have won our awards in the past
you know the value. If you have never
entered but consider yourself World
class or just want to see how you compare, enter NOW
Find out more at:
www.ContactCenterWorld.com/
worldawards/?nm=99397&tk=ha5c5639
These are awards presented to the best
in the World as judged by the contact
center industry (senior execs who run
world class centers, not vendors or con-
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sultants who don't do the job you do
everyday)
If your contact center, people, selfservice technology, campaigns, incentive
schemes, partnerships etc (34 awards in
total to select from) are World Class,
now is the time to prove it and compete
- firstly against the Best in Europe, Middle
East & Africa Region and, if you are the
Best in the Region, you can go on to
compete against the best in the World
representing your nation and the regions
best!

other best practices, gain recognition,
network with the best and more!

BONUS - if your company has been an
entrant in the past 3 years of these prestigious awards, we will cover the entry
fee for you when you enter the 2013
awards!

No other award program is like this! You
will benchmark your performance, learn

Be part of the biggest branch event
in Europe!
In 2012 approximately 7,700 visitors
enjoyed Europe’s largest branch event for
customer service, communication and
contact center in Berlin.
CCW provides perfect networking opportunities, reflects relevant trends
and offers innovative knowledge. It attracted more than 250 exhibitors from
15 different countries world-wide.

The new hall-concept with a performing
LiveCallCenter, TeleTalk-Demoforum,
Newcomer Boulevard delighted the visitors
Customer service and dialogue are coming home again from 25 to 28 February
at the CCW 2013. We are looking forward to welcoming you at the
branch event No.1!

More information under:
www.callcenterworld.de/en
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Telefon: +32 475 6710 20
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ECCCO
The European umbrella organisation for
national contact center associations.
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This newsletter is published by ECCCO and can be
downloaded from the ECCCO website.
Data Protection
To respect data protection and privacy it will only
be distributed by email by the national associations
and their member-/mailing list.
Unsubscribe
You will receive this newsletter because you show
your interest in information from your national call
center association. If you like to unsubscribe, please
apply to them.
Contact
If you have any questions, you are interested in advertising, you have news for us or anything else.
Please mail to:
eccconews@eccco.eu
We appreciate your feedback

Upcoming Dates and Events 2013
January
21/01

8th annual Top Ranking
Performer Awards close !

February
25-28/02

CCW 2013, Berlin

March
20/03

CallNet.ch Talk, Zurich

ECCCO Sponsors

ECCCO Partners
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